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SECTION II - SERVICE DESCRIPTIONS continued 
 
2.5 SERVICE OPTIONS continued 
 

2.5.23 Frontier Virtual Private Network continued 
 
The Frontier Voice VPN Customer must have T-1 access from at least one of their 
locations into one of the Company’s switches equipped to provide VPN service.  
Additional connections to the VPN network can be either via dedicated, switched or 
remote access.  
 
The Customer can originate calls via dedicated access and switched access.  With 
switched access, Customer originated calls are connected to the Company network via a 
dial access basis.  Switched access calls include those originating from the Customer’s 
VPN lines pre-subscribed to the Company and using 1+ or 1+700 dialing plans. 
 
For a one time setup charge a Switched Overflow option is available to the Frontier Voice 
VPN Customer.  Switched Overflow will route any call placed from any PNP location 
terminating to a dedicated PNP location, to a switched plain old telephone service 
(POTS) number at the dedicated terminating location if the dedicated facility is busy or 
the network is at capacity.  The setup charge applicable to this option is set forth in the 
Flexible Rate Schedule following. 
 
Customers may subscribe to Frontier Voice VPN on a one, two or three year term plan 
and may select from 4 monthly minimum usage levels (MMUL). 
 
Beginning with the Customers’ fourth invoice, and for the remaining months of any term 
plan commitment, the Customer will be charged the difference between the gross 
account usage and the MMUL if the gross account usage is less than the MMUL. Term 
Plan Customers are eligible to receive tariffed volume discounts set forth in the Flexible 
Rate Schedule each month based on its VPN MMUL commitment. 
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